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Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Aichi, JapanABSTRACT Despite its small size, chicken villin headpiece subdomain HP36 folds into the native structure with a stable hydro-
phobic core within several microseconds. How such a small protein keeps up its conformational stability and fast folding in
solution is an important issue for understanding molecular mechanisms of protein folding. In this study, we performed multica-
nonical replica-exchange simulations of HP36 in explicit water, starting from a fully extended conformation. We observed at least
five events of HP36 folding into nativelike conformations. The smallest backbone root mean-square deviation from the crystal
structure was 1.1 A˚. In the nativelike conformations, the stably formed hydrophobic core was fully dehydrated. Statistical anal-
yses of the simulation trajectories show the following sequential events in folding of HP36: 1), Helix 3 is formed at the earliest
stage; 2), the backbone and the side chains near the loop between Helices 2 and 3 take nativelike conformations; and 3), the
side-chain packing at the hydrophobic core and the dehydration of the core side chains take place simultaneously at the later
stage of folding. This sequence suggests that the initial folding nucleus is not necessarily the same as the hydrophobic core,
consistent with a recent experimental f-value analysis.INTRODUCTIONProtein is a biological macromolecule by which the effi-
ciency and specificity of most physiological phenomena
are realized. Because of the variety of tertiary structures
of proteins, spontaneous folding of proteins is essential for
organisms. Otherwise, a cell organelle would be required
that could force thousands of different proteins to fold
into their native conformations.
In the folding of soluble protein domains, hydrophobic
interaction is an important driving force. To ensure that
the hydrophobic core stays buried in folded protein mole-
cules, there should be a lower limit of protein chain length
(1). Thus, the typical chain length of domain structure,
ranging from 50 to 200 residues (2), should be the result
of foldability requirements of protein domains, as well as
their physiological functions.
However, there are a few subsequences of proteins, or
miniproteins, that are shorter than the typical chain length
of protein domains and known to fold spontaneously to
their native conformations. Villin headpiece subdomains
HP35 and HP36 are well-known examples of such minipro-
teins (3). Because of their small size and fast folding (4–6),
these miniproteins have received attention from many
researchers. HP35 has a sequence that corresponds to the
C-terminal 35 residues of the headpiece domain (HP) of
an actin-binding protein villin. HP35 folds into its stable
native conformation with three a-helices (7). A hydrophobic
core that contains three phenylalanine residues is sur-
rounded by the helices. HP35 is one of the smallest proteinsSubmitted January 29, 2010, and accepted for publication June 22, 2010.
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located inside the molecule. HP36 is the 36-residue poly-
peptide whose primary sequence is the same as HP35 except
for an additional N-terminal methionine. The native struc-
ture, thermodynamic stability, and (un)folding kinetics
of these two miniproteins have been studied experimentally
(8–18). A number of simulation studies of HP35 and HP36,
including some studies in explicit solvent (19–23), have also
been reported (19–29).
We have performed multicanonical replica-exchange
(MUCAREM) (30–32) molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions of HP36 with explicit water molecules. MUCAREM
MD is a combination of multicanonical algorithm (33)
and replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) (34),
the latter of which is the MD version of the replica-exchange
method (35). The initial unfolded conformation of the pro-
tein was prepared without using information about the
native structure. The CHARMM22 force field (36) with
CMAP correction (37,38) was used for the protein mole-
cule, and explicit TIP3P (39) water molecules were included
in the simulated system. The total length of the production
runs was 2.28 ms. MUCAREM allowed us to sample a
wide range of conformations of HP36, including nativelike
conformations, within the 2-ms production run (40–42),
which is faster than the experimental folding time.METHODS AND SIMULATION PROCEDURES
For efficient sampling of protein conformations, we adopted
MUCAREM (30–32). The amino acid sequence of HP36
is MLSDEDFKAVFGMTRSAFANLPLWKQQNLKKEKG
LF. The N- and C-termini were not capped. After a 300-stepdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.06.045
1638 Yoda et al.steepest-descent minimization, we first performed an
REMD simulation (34) with a distance-dependent dielectric
constant with 90 replicas and temperatures ranging from
250 K to 2000 K. The initial conformation of HP36 for all
90 replicas was the fully extended conformation that was
prepared using MOE software. An unfolded conformation
without helices was arbitrarily chosen from a high-temper-
ature replica, and this was used as the initial conformation
of HP36 for the succeeding simulations with explicit water
solvent. After soaking the protein molecule in a water
sphere of 30-A˚ radius and performing a minimization, we
performed a 50-ps MD simulation for equilibration and
a 100-ps REMD simulation with 128 replicas at tempera-
tures ranging from 250 K to 700 K. Based on the results
of the REMD, we updated the temperature distributions
to obtain uniform acceptance ratios of replica exchange
and again performed a 50-ps equilibration and a 100-ps
REMD. We prepared the first multicanonical weight factors
based on the second REMD results and started MUCAREM
simulations. The number of replicas in the MUCAREM
simulation was 32 initially (for 3.6 ns), and then was
reduced to 8. We updated the multicanonical weight factors
many times during the 35.5-ns (per replica) MUCAREM
that was followed by a 140.9-ns (per replica) production
run (henceforth referred to as MUCAREM1). Hence, the
total simulation time for MUCAREM1 is 140.9 ns  8 ¼
1.127 ms. Note that the number of replicas required for
MUCAREM was only 8, whereas for REMD as many as
128 replicas were required.
The second production run was also a MUCAREM MD
with eight replicas. The initial conformation of HP36 was
the same as that described above. After soaking it in explicit
water and applying an energy minimization, we performed
a 3-ns conventional MD simulation at 699 K. The final
configuration was then used to start the next eight-replica
MUCAREMMD for 154.6 ns. Here, the first multicanonical
weight factors were prepared based on the MUCAREM1
data. Thus, we did not need to perform an additional
REMD for weight preparations. The final 144.6-ns trajecto-
ries (per replica) of the MUCAREM (henceforth referred to
as MUCAREM2) were used for the data analysis. The total
simulation time for MUCAREM2 was 144.6 ns  8 ¼
1.157 ms. We note that during the two production runs
(MUCAREM1 and MUCAREM2), we further updated the
multicanonical weight factors several times.
We used CHARMM22 force field (36) with CMAP back-
bone-torsion corrections (37,38) for the protein molecule
and TIP3P (39) for the water model. The number of water
molecules in the simulated system was 3513. The shape of
the water sphere (radius 30 A˚) was kept by a harmonic con-
straining potential. Atoms in the protein molecule were kept
within 27 A˚ from the center of the sphere by another con-
straining potential. We also kept the center of mass of the
HP36 molecule at the center of the water sphere during
the simulations. The computer code developed previouslyBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1637–1644(30,34,43,44), which is based on version 2 of PRESTO
(45), was used after modification for calculation with
CHARMM22 þ CMAP force field. The single MD time
step was 1.0 fs. The temperature during the MD simulations
was controlled by the constraint method (46). During the
simulations with explicit water solvent, the electrostatic
interactions were calculated without cutoff using the cell
multipole method. Canonical expectation values of physical
quantities were estimated by the weighed histogram analysis
method (WHAM) (47,48), extended to accommodate the
MUCAREM simulations (30–32).
Finally, to examine the native state directly, we also per-
formed a conventional canonical MD simulation at 300 K
for 23 ns, starting from the native conformation determined
by x-ray crystallography (PDB code: 1YRF) (7).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Efficiency of conformational sampling
and nativelike conformations observed
in the simulations
We analyzed the 2.28-ms MUCAREM production trajecto-
ries (MUCAREM1 and MUCAREM2) of villin headpiece
subdomain HP36 with explicit water solvent. Because we
used MUCAREM, we expect our simulations to be long
enough to observe folding events of HP36, but with a total
simulation length shorter than the folding time evaluated
from experiments (ranging from 4.3 to ~10 ms) (4–6,17),
and also shorter than the recently reported long-term MD
simulations with explicit water solvent (23).
In previous studies, we examined the performance of
generalized-ensemble simulations for conformational
sampling by monitoring potential-energy random walks or
tunneling events (32,49). However, because water-water
interactions account for the major part of the potential-
energy values, potential-energy change from a small value
to a large value and back (i.e., a potential-energy tunneling
event) does not necessarily correspond to a conformational
transition of proteins. In this study, where the conforma-
tional change of the solute molecule can be much slower
than the typical timescale of potential-energy random walks
because of the large size of the HP36 molecule, we exam-
ined conformational sampling by monitoring the radius of
gyration (Rg) and backbone root mean-square deviation
(RMSD) (with respect to the N, Ca, and C atoms) of the
protein molecule during the production runs (see Fig. 1).
It can be seen that HP36 molecules underwent folding
to compact conformations and unfolding many times (see
Fig. 1). By comparing Rg and RMSD (Fig. 1), it can also
be seen that there are different compact conformers with
similar Rg values close to the native value (9.4 A˚) that
have different backbone RMSD values.
Fig. 1 also shows that the backbone conformation fluctu-
ated substantially and that backbone RMSD was <3.0 A˚ at
FIGURE 1 Time courses of backbone RMSD (a, d, and g), the number of nonlocal interresidue native contacts formed (Nn) (b, e, and h), and radius of
gyration (Rg) (c, f, and i) of HP36. Here, backbone RMSD was calculated using N, C
a, and C atoms of the backbone, and Rg was calculated with respect to
heavy atoms. Three of 16 replicas were chosen here: replica 5 of MUCAREM1 (a–c), replica 8 of MUCAREM1 (d–f), and replica 5 of MUCAREM2 (g–i).
For native contacts, nonlocal means that the two contacting residues are in different secondary-structure elements (Helix 1: residues 4–11, Loop 1: residues
12–14, Helix 2: residues 15–18, Loop 2: residues 19–22, and Helix 3: residues 23–32) and not next to each other in the primary sequence. Two side chains are
defined as in contact if the distance between any two heavy atoms in the side chains is %4.5 A˚. In the native structure (PDB code: 1YRF), there are
18 nonlocal native side-chain contacts. The horizontal dashed lines in a, d, and g indicate backbone RMSD ¼ 3.0 A˚. Those in b, e, and h represent
Nn ¼ 10, and those in c, f, and i represent the Rg value of the native conformation (9.4 A˚).
FIGURE 2 Low-RMSD conformations observed in the MUCAREM1
and MUCAREM2 production runs (orange). The x-ray structure (PDB
code 1YRF) is also shown (blue and green). Here, the a-helices in the
x-ray structure are green and the others are blue. Three phenylalanine
side chains (Phe7, Phe11, and Phe18) are shown in ball-and-stick represen-
tation. (a) Lowest backbone RMSD (with respect to N, Ca, and C atoms)
conformation observed in the simulations presented here (replica 5 of
MUCAREM2). The backbone RMSD value is 1.1 A˚ (for nonterminal 34
residues). (b) A low-RMSD conformation observed in MUCAREM1
(replica 8). The RMSD value is 1.0 A˚ for residues 9–32 and 3.3 A˚ for
the nonterminal 34 residues. These figures were prepared using VMD (61).
Core Formation in HP36 Folding 1639several time points. We now consider how many times our
MUCAREM production runs reached the native conforma-
tion. For this purpose, we introduce the following criteria for
folding into the native conformation. 1), We consider that
the backbone folded into the native structure from unfolded
structures if the backbone RMSD becomes %3.0 A˚. The
folding event is counted separately if it goes through an
unfolded structure (with the backbone RMSDR6.5 A˚). 2),
We use the number of nonlocal interside-chain native
contacts formed, Nn, because the overall side-chain rear-
rangement including hydrophobic core is a good measure
for defining a folding event. Here, we consider that the over-
all side-chain arrangement has gone from an unfolded to
a native structure when Nn is R10. The folding event is
counted separately if it goes through an unfolded structure
(with Nn ¼ 0). The exact definition for Nn is given below.
For Criterion 1, we observed 11 folding events in seven
different replicas (namely, replicas 5, 7, and 8 in
MUCAREM1 and replicas 1, 2, 4, and 5 in MUCAREM2
(see Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material). For Criterion 2, we
observed 35 folding events in 14 different replicas (namely,
replicas 1–5, 7, and 8 in MUCAREM1, and replicas 1 and
3–8 in MUCAREM2). Moreover, the number of folding
events that satisfy both criteria (backbone structure andside-chain contacts) was still up to 5 (replicas 5 and 8 in
MUCAREM1 and replicas 1, 4, and 5 in MUCAREM2).
The lowest backbone RMSD (for the nonterminal 34 resi-
dues) was 1.1 A˚ (see Fig. 1 g and Fig. 2 a). We alsoBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1637–1644
1640 Yoda et al.monitored the backbone RMSD of residues 9–32, which
cover Helix 2 and Helix 3. Among these residues, we found
conformations with small RMSD values (<2 A˚) but with
larger RMSD values for full length. One example of these
conformations is shown in Fig. 2 b, in which the RMSD
(residues 9–32) is 1.0 A˚ and the full RMSD (residues
2–35) is 3.3 A˚.FIGURE 3 (a and b) The probability that the number of water molecules
lying within 3.5 A˚ of side-chain nonhydrogen atoms in Phe7, Phe11, or
Phe18 is <4. The solid curves represent the results at 300 K and the dashed
curves those at 350 K. (c) The probability that the number of water mole-
cules lying within 3.5 A˚ of side-chain nonhydrogen atoms in Phe18, Leu21,
Gln26, or Leu29 is<9. The probability values were evaluated as functions of
the backbone RMSD (in a) or Nn
0 (in b and c), where Nn0 is defined as the
integer part of Nn/2. These results were obtained by WHAM applied to the
data from MUCAREM1 and MUCAREM2.Formation of nonlocal native contacts
HP36 native structure has a well-packed hydrophobic core
buried inside the molecule. Thus, hydrophobic interaction
should play an important role in HP36 stability and folding
(9). In folding processes of typical globular proteins, early-
stage intermediate conformations already have the hydro-
phobic moieties positioned closer together than in the
unfolded state. The hydrophobic core then acquires specific
contacts among side chains in the later stages. In the HP36
native conformation, residues constituting the hydrophobic
core are widely distributed in the primary sequence, and
nonlocal interactions stabilize the native state. Here,
‘‘nonlocal’’ means that the two contacting residues are far
from each other in the primary sequence. In the later part
of this study, we use the number of nonlocal interside-chain
native contacts formed (Nn) as the reaction coordinate to
analyze the folding of HP36. In the conventional 23-ns
MD simulation at 300 K that was started from the native
structure, the mean Nn value was 15.4, and the standard
deviation of Nn was 1.2. In the simulations presented here,
various values of Nn were observed (see Fig. 1). The
maximum Nn observed was 17.
We drew the free-energy landscapes at different tempera-
tures, using Nn and radius of gyration (Rg) as reaction coor-
dinates (see Fig. S3) based on the simulation data. It is
clearly seen that there is a free-energy minimum near
Nn ~ 3 and Rg ~ 10 A˚, and that the population of conforma-
tions with large Rg is small at low temperatures (%350 K).
This suggests that a collapse into compact denatured confor-
mations takes place in the earliest stage of folding. After
that, specific nonlocal side-chain configurations are con-
structed. One can also find a free-energy minimum that
may correspond to a folding intermediate near Nn ~ 6 and
Rg ~ 10 A˚ at both 320 K and 400 K (Fig. S3, a and c), while
the minimum is not definite at 350 K (Fig. S3 b).
We also evaluated by WHAM the number of native side-
chain contacts (including local contacts) as a function of
Nn at 350 K for 13 residues, namely, Leu
2, Phe7, Val10,
Phe11, Met13, Arg15, Phe18, Leu21, Gln26, Leu29, Lys30,
Lys33, and Leu35, which have more than two contacts in
their native structure (47,48). Phe18 (30.5%), Leu21
(48.5%), Gln26 (55.3%), and Leu29 (40.0%) turned out to
have on average >30% of the native contacts formed
when Nn is between 4 and 7, whereas <20% were formed
for Leu2 (13.8%), Phe7 (19.7%), Val10 (7.9%), Phe11
(17.9%), Met13 (10.5%), Arg15 (4.2%), and Lys33 (15.7%).Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1637–1644Thus, residues in Loop 2 (residues 19–22) and Helix 3 (resi-
dues 23–32) appear to acquire nativelike structures in the
early stage of folding of HP36. In the later stage of folding
(Nn R 10), Phe
7 (41.9%), Val10 (36.2%), Phe11 (49.5%),
Met13 (81.1%), Lys30 (50.0%), and Lys33 (51.4%) also
acquire on average >30% interside-chain native contacts
formed at 350 K.Dehydration of core residues
Upon the formation of the nativelike side-chain packing,
dehydration of hydrophobic-core residues should also be
observed. We evaluated the number of water molecules
lying within 3.5 A˚ of the phenylalanine side chains in the
hydrophobic core (Phe7, Phe11, and Phe18). The average
value and standard deviation of this quantity in the conven-
tional MD simulation at 300 K started from the x-ray struc-
ture were 1.90 and 1.34, respectively. Fig. 3 a shows the
probability that the number of water molecules lying near
(i.e., %3.5 A˚ from) the three phenylalanine side chains as
a function of the backbone RMSD is %3. Fig. 3 b shows
the same quantity as a function of the native contacts,
Core Formation in HP36 Folding 1641Nn/2. These results show that dehydration of the core resi-
dues takes place when the protein molecule folds into
nativelike conformations with backbone RMSD %3 A˚ and
Nn R 10. This suggests that water molecules reside inside
the protein molecule until the latest stage of folding.
We also examined the water molecules lying close to the
Phe18, Leu21, Gln26, and Leu29 side chains whose native
contacts were formed in an early stage of folding (see
Fig. 3 c). In the MD simulation at 300 K started from the
x-ray structure, the average value and standard deviation
of the number of water molecules within 3.5 A˚ of those
four side chains were 6.26 and 1.75, respectively, which
indicate that these side chains are partially exposed to water
even in the native state. We evaluated the probability that the
number of water molecules hydrating those four side chains
is%8. Again, the result (Fig. 3 c) suggests that the residues
near Loop 2 and Helix 3 acquire a nativelike environment
earlier than the aromatic cluster regions.FIGURE 4 (a–c) Results of secondary-structure analysis of HP36.
Canonical expectation values of a-helix contents for each residue evaluated
by WHAM applied to the data from MUCAREM1 and MUCAREM2.
Values at five temperature values are shown: 300 K (solid line), 350 K
(dashed line), 400 K (short-dashed line), 500 K (dotted line), and 600 K
(dash-dotted line). HP36 conformations are divided into three groups ac-
cording to the number of nonlocal interside-chain native contacts formed
(Nn): average helix contents for conformations with Nn % 7 (a), Nn ¼ 8
or 9 (b), and Nn R 10 (c). (d) Canonical expectation values of backbone
(N, Ca, and C) RMSDs for the 15-residue regions of HP36 as functions
of Nn
0 at 350 K evaluated by WHAM, where Nn0 is the integer part of
Nn/2, for residues 4–18 (solid line); 9–23 (long-dashed line), 14–28
(short-dashed line), and 19–33 (dotted line).Formation of nativelike backbone structure
It is experimentally known that none of the short isolated
peptide fragments that correspond to one of the three native
a-helices of HP36 stably forms helical conformations (50),
suggesting the importance of nonlocal interactions for the
helical structures (50,51). These studies have also shown
that a peptide fragment whose primary sequence covers
Helices 1 and 2 has a large amount of helical structure.
This suggests that the nonlocal interactions stabilize the
helices even in the denatured ensemble.
Based on the MUCAREM simulation results, one can
examine this character for the full sequence of HP36. To
analyze the helix formation, we categorized HP36 confor-
mations into three groups according to Nn. Helix contents
for these conformational groups are shown in Fig. 4, a–c.
Secondary structures were identified by the DSSP algorithm
(52). It is clearly seen that three helices tend to be formed
even in the conformations that are not so nativelike, and
that those positions in the primary sequence are also similar
to those in the native structure. These conformations
(Nn% 7) were found to have 15.1 and 14.7 nonlocal inter-
side-chain contacts on average (including nonnative
contacts) at 300 K and 350 K, respectively. Thus, this
denatured ensemble is far from the random-coil state.
Rather, it has some compact shapes (see also Fig. S3), and
the nonlocal interactions should stabilize the helices. These
observations are consistent with the experimental implica-
tions (50). Helix 3 is the most highly formed of the three
helices in this condition.
When Nn becomes >7 (see Fig. 4 b), two changes take
place. First, the a-helix contents of residues 12–14 (Loop 1)
decrease while the backbone shape of this region is not
exactly nativelike at this stage (see below). Second, the
N-terminal end of Helix 3 becomes more definite at low
temperatures (%400 K): a-helix contents for Leu23 andTrp24 are close to 100% and those for Leu21 and Pro22,
which take the loop conformation in the native structure,
are close to zero. This suggests the importance of theBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1637–1644
FIGURE 5 Representative snapshot structures with different Nn values. Snapshot structures with potential energy values typical for the canonical NVT
ensemble at T ¼ 350 K or lower are chosen from MUCAREM1 and MUCAREM2. a-helices are purple, side chains of Phe7, Phe11, and Phe18 are green,
and side chains of Leu21, Gln26, and Leu29 are blue. Numbers written near the snapshot structures represent their Nn values. Side chains of the core phenyl-
alanine residues (Phe7, Phe11, and Phe18) and of Phe18, Leu21, Gln26, and Leu29, and oxygen atoms in water molecules that are near (%3.5 A˚ from) those side
chains are shown by space-filling representation in a–c, respectively. In c, water oxygen atoms that are near a side chain of Phe7, Phe11, or Phe18 are red, and
those near a side chain of Leu21, Gln26, or Leu29 are orange.
1642 Yoda et al.decrease in nonnative secondary-structure elements in the
intermediate stages of folding.
When nonlocal interside-chain native contacts are more
highly formed (see Fig. 4 c), the secondary structures
become closer to those in the native structure. The a-helix
contents of Helices 1 and 2 become larger, indicating that
these two helices are stabilized by specific nonlocal interac-
tions. In the conventional 23-ns MD simulation at 300 K that
was started from the native structure, the C-terminal end
of Helix 2 often got extended by two residues, and the
C-terminal end (Phe11) of Helix 1 was fragile. Thus, the
secondary structures shown in Fig. 4 c are fully nativelike.Which part of HP36 folds early?
Nativelike helix formation may take place even without the
nativelike fold. We evaluated backbone RMSDs for four
15-residue fragments that overlap with neighboring ones
and cover residues 4–33 as a whole (see Fig. 4 d). The
C-terminal region seems to become nativelike earliest and
the N-terminal region seems to become nativelike latest.
Therefore, all the results of our analyses of side-chain
contacts, side-chain dehydration, and shape of the peptide
backbone strongly suggest that the C-terminal sequence
(Loop 2 and Helix 3) is the earliest folding segment. This
is consistent with the folding landscape of HP35 with
implicit solvent (26). Other experimental and simulation
reports have also suggested that this part is important notBiophysical Journal 99(5) 1637–1644only for physiological functions (11,53,54) but also for
folding and stability (22,56). The late formation of the
hydrophobic core packing observed in the simulations pre-
sented here are also consistent with the long-time folding
simulations recently reported (23). These results are also
consistent with recent experimental studies that suggest
the importance of the formation of Loop 2 (15,18), one of
which is a f-value analysis (18).
The simulation with explicit water solvent described in
this article suggests that the side-chain interactions among
Phe18, Leu21, Gln26, and Leu29 are important for the forma-
tion of the loop structure (see Fig. 5, b and c). The dehydra-
tion of those side chains, together with the formation of the
loop backbone structure, was found to occur in the early
stage of folding. As for the hydrophobic core residues,
on the other hand, the side-chain packing and dehydration
turned out to occur at a later stage of folding, with a back-
bone RMSD of ~3.5 A˚, even though this region has residual
structures in the denatured state (see Figs. 3 a and 5, a and
c). These results suggest the importance of precise forma-
tion of the loop (or turn) structures between secondary-
structure elements. We consider that the early formation
of the loop (or turn) structures narrows the conformational
space taken by the protein molecule and helps the fast
folding of the protein by preventing misfolding. It is inter-
esting that this view on the loop structure is similar to that
on the turn structure in the b-hairpin folding proposed in
our previous study (42).
Core Formation in HP36 Folding 1643Temperature dependence of conformational
properties of HP36
Although we have mainly described the folding process at
low temperature (350 K), temperature dependence of phys-
ical quantities can also be evaluated from MUCAREM data.
Fig. S4 shows normalized canonical expectation values of
the native helix contents and Rg as functions of temperature.
The two curves roughly agree with each other. This suggests
that the collapse and secondary-structure formation take
place simultaneously, consistent with the view on HP36
folding described above.
The folding transition temperature and the collapse tran-
sition temperature are also of particular interest because the
large foldability of HP36 can be reflected in them (57–60).
Hansmann et al. (59) evaluated the transition temperature
values and discussed folding to the ground-state conformers
for small peptide systems without explicit water. However,
in the system with explicit water solvent presented here,
the curves in Fig. S4 and the Nn curve, which is a measure
of the specific tertiary-structure formation, are not sig-
moidal, and it is difficult to evaluate transition temperatures.
In these results, the native state is not in the most stable
ensemble but in a local-minimum state (Fig. S3). This
may be the cause of the difficulty in evaluating the transition
temperatures.CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we performed MUCAREM simulations of
chicken villin headpiece subdomain HP36 in explicit water
solvent with eight replicas. In the simulation started from
a fully extended conformation, we observed several events
of folding into nativelike conformations. Among these,
a conformation with a lowest backbone RMSD value as
small as 1.1 A˚ was obtained.
As far as we know, this is the largest protein in which
successful folding simulations in explicit solvent from
a fully extended initial conformation were achieved several
times within a single simulation run. We are now applying
this method to a small protein with ~50 amino acids. More-
over, we are ready to study several issues of protein folding,
such as effects of salts in solvent and effects of mutations on
the nature of intermediate states and folding landscape.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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